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DEREK COHEN 

ENGLISH 

SIDE A OF TAPE 

sfe,.c.,..k~ o..'- eio•"'~ +o 
Now John ~ g quite softly so I suspect what I ~ do 

.,:th~•~ n"-1 I'-<>\,\ , K ,,... ~°'-· 
i ~ s~ 1s an interview with John Lang- It is in l robg KiAia. 

It is Friday, November the 27th, 1992. f,e will hear it fine ) 

John I thought we could start our interview by going back to 

that period in 1960 perhaps when you were arrested apdJ 
) ~N\e. o ~ ~~'..> c~S\o'"' ~ \-ov-\-~.., ~ 

apparently i~ if I am rightJ\ need for some sort of 
-:,J LeiJ, 0 _,) 

armed resistance to apar~ ~ p erhaps if you could comment on 

that period and then lead into the formation of the what used 

to be called the NCL and then the ARM. Can we start with 

JL: 

that? "'":> c le..- k. o f- 1-h-c 

. / · · ~e.c~e~Q.r-J o,P """c:.. \r--c\'"'sv~l 
Yes. I was in 1960 ~ ~ ~ 

and I had also been a member of the committee ~ formed by 
ft_e""\ ~ c. ~e\J ~Mbr~.§.Q...R.QeveJ 

the Bishop of Johannesburg a¥1d tAe Syriou~-£Awhere I met Monty 
~ D / \ ? 

~ . [) e<r M<:::\,--. • 

DC: On the Bish~~ fummi ttee. 
Ov..> 'I ~ct~l'4e\ 

JL: Yes that is right. Monty at that time ~ ran a 
, ~ f\ I e ~~"cl ~ ./ \ 

dry cleaning works ~ e 1 ownship and I was the 
kl r-o..~c. ~ 

Chairman of a Branch of the Liberal Par~y of South Africa for 
JOV\.Q.-""'C.r ~"'"-' ....;k~c.L.. A ( cl,.q"'c::{,~ 

~ northern ~ e ~ incorporated ~ 
~ lexQ."'drC\. 

Township. Monty became very influential in ~ ~ Township 
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,:,,. f l:Nr:,~i:i, lc,o~c.c, tt 
• ircles -·--~ ~ the bus ~ ~ where his dry cleaning works 

served as a sort of clearing house for the people who were 
'qol:\~O~, Cq,""le S'~r pe. 11;\l ~. 

running the bus ~ r. Not long there afte:r; I think ~ t 
w~ L/ /\ 

~ correct date :i,,.E on the 21st of March, 1960, and 1: 
~"""-:t..w~ ~+ o..-

do ~ remember ~ e-...-:e1:::,w.~......._JM.,~ u.tt: liberal party executive 
wh~""' ~ f'\ew~ C.0."""C! ~n:,"'~ ~+ \i...t!".-e.. . 

me et i ng ~~~ ha s s a ere iif Sharp IJ 1 \ l ~ 
c:-\.,+ o\o.c~ n o..+-

~ and ~ t other ~ and we decided ~ liberal 

party ::;;,,~e~::-~e~~e~; ~h~';;~ ~ i:\:';~;;\l;; els .:halcuer you 
0,5$. l.:.+ ~~ V\C't- L~, 

could to asso at 2f t. d 1 r e ottQr the whole the party of such 

contingency I had a visit from Ann Rose Reeves the perfect 

hemisphere they said that the number of his parishioners had 

been killed at church. He asked whether I woul ed 

to act as his lawyer and lawyers for other parishioners_who 
r -- _..,.-..._ .....,_ _______,. 

want to be show me about the massacre who want to be. At the 

same time greatly I received a phone call from the first year 

we start Scott was just to tell me about the massacre which he 

had witnessed. 

DC: Was she an African a member of the community? 

JL: It was a count a demand but it was very important and because 

they come and it was quite a report with subsequent arrests. 

DC: Yes . 

JL: Our ability went to Sharp Poole and myself and I don't think 

it is so far superintendants of Sharp Poole and vacationers 

and who called the police who were inside us in fact and they 

asked for me long distance and I told you then I had been 
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instructed to and fear care for the victims of the shooting 

and I wished to go into the house of the Reverend Martin you 

know so that I could contact these people. They told me if I 

go by myself I would probably be stoned now serviced to so 

that to get it out of your head in the enter and in the 

salaries I stopped and asked him to take these out if it is 

part of his house and I spent the day in Charles so that I am 

going in science actively and they had just started the 

collection of aliens evidence of what happened in shortly oh 

at Sharply shortly of Ernie Winslo and also in the beginning 

of 1949 with was involved in it together with the performance 

of the community of the resurrection of to have the effect in 

England but got have a far Murfield _____ in the 

city had a farm in the city. 

DC: Yes. 

JL: Ah the third which may become as point by whom I helped must 

of had the time I _______ just the time to recruit Alex 

you can't come to any conclusion that we had to find out how 

the people were ____ and how do you kill the murder ___ _ 

this court will not release it because the policeman who moved 

only caught it wanted only _____ and only ____ awhile 

we could not get into Paraquy because the police 

prevented it. The we mentioned a very strong 

1 ie detector sister 

served the police chased the police away and we were able to 
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interview something of the two hold up of who did it and then 

by pure luck I was driving home one evening I saw two of the 

officers entering the mortuary next to the Ford 

Prison in Johannesburg. When I got home I rang Dr. 

who rang the government who said got him into an interview 

as often if the battleship in Johannesburg had ---
filled his concern. He found a very hectic _____ which 

laced a Black sash so both unaccompanied into Sharpburn 

sort out the relations of it people been be killed and ----

be transferred brought them to Johannesburg where 

Jack disappeared for them. At 

towards the end when about the 54 or 55 victim fell 

ah 54 or 55 ___ regiment had been an element it 

registered to special command variety and the court case 

presented to everyone and we left the ____ and ____ I 

just the corner no of 

DC: Yes. 

and we have the extra by then. 

JL: ____ and superthetic to the petition. At that time the 

head of the ___ _ has have called demonstrations that which 

lead to Sharpburn Sharp and the organization of it tracked to 

the station and have been taken back the ANC _______ the 

force of the ANC members has about also buy another 

who who could not go too often between the who ever called 

son who ________ who I recalled the 

he allowed the people who had graduated from 
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the university not in short follow the __________ man 

in London story had told me about it I have so much to tell 

you about it I must tell you about it but they had managed to 

stop the _____ growing from Sharp Pool because in the 

morning of the demonstration so no one would hear the wild 

crowd gathered at the police station for the police latest 

announcement but that is really not part of this story. 

DC: Yes. 

JL: And ah Arab say the logic _____ without the voters holders 

appeared that they had to _____ participate and they called 

a day of warning. 

subsequently the 

It was called by the Chief of Security and 

feeling in South Africa and the day of 

warning was the first and probably the only time inside all 

that there was a total stay away from work. 

DC: Yes. 

JL: Not in case of 

their various 

found various sources 

five players told 

customer was brought home by we have 

formed our sources 

as often as that was the history of justice and I 

cannot give you the exact date but the it could be some where 

at the end of that time _______ I will tell you again 

announced his first on the yes 

very far deep rooted seeded decision. 

passport which was a 

This is probably a 

cause of or reaction from the ANC had lasted from probably the 

communist element party element in the ANC that she is 
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serving. She persuaded the _____ particularly then 

persuaded the Chief of Secur i ty where the ____ passed for 

the quest restaurant and there he heard his wife 

of course I had supper with him there and she 

heard that for Saint Matthews __________ and I will 

tell you that the ANC executive had better a - ---- - ---
and that really told me that it was 

just ---- totally see Peter on this he was so 

keen on this action. 

DC: Yes. 

JL: That night Bob Ho had phoned the Chief of I 

I saw the 

bodies on all over the road I took off the ------
with the other public sector I was 

r e ally but I knew that they could not be arrested illegally 

lawfully because no proclamation had been issued . 

DC: Yes. 

JL: So I told my wife _____ that they I might be arrested and 

I was taken to the prison in the town _____ in that 

country. 

DC: Country Marshall Square yes. 

JL : Marshall square where I lived and not alot of people found 

various organizations including some 

liberals and that alot of people found the publishing 

democrats and ah they are still _________________ _ 
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DC: Yes. 

JL: My wife immediately wrote to her sister and got hold of ---
and about at ten o'clock in the morning both of us were 

released or and had the a small 

investigation brought by my wife _____ and only her source 

the notions that brought in to spring court that we had been 

unlawfully arrested and we therefore 

and taken back to Marshall Square. 

only arrested 

Where I went up to my 

not understand why the budget. I could 

Congress of the Democrats in it were so excited at the event. 

They kept on judging on the ____ cage and going out of jail 

down the street to Witts _____ and I inquire _____ what 

they I expect to see they said oh they are all people coming 

from the townships to the restaurant which is of course 

absolutely rubbish. But this was really victory this was 

where they are at today ______ this is why they are at it 

today this yellow little change due course of 

through first of _________ four I was there Baroche and 

I became further friends. His wife had been arrested as well. 

And when I became a _____ a cartright as you they call them 

I was that he and I were talking to each other I was taken 

aside by O Slowgo and Burnsteen and told that what you are now 

is untrustworthy as if I was had the ability for secrets much 

about I had discussed it with him. 
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DC: Why did they think that the Burmens' were untrustworthy? 

JL: This was never made clear to me but I knew and for the moment 

had both resigned from the communist party after holding it 

and now they are both Monty I believe dead did ----

and maybe still hold held strong socialist leagues. 

DC: Yes. 

JL: He was antagonistic to from the start Leftwich as such. 

DC: How had he and you become such close friends? 

JL: Well I had known him since only 

until the time the 

at Witts community 

which the bus 

boy called and put us into contact when as I said she was 

running this dry cleaning shop work and I was -----
in another township. I was the Chairman of the Board and that 

was important 

DC: Yes and so it was working together that pulled the three of 

you to each other. 

JL: No well together and then Monty came to me and pointed out to 

me that alot of the people who are locked up for with us are 

were Jewish in 

of discipline 

terrible mid 

instructors 

connect and now were spirits 

Monty thought it would be a 

for the for the poor 

it would put the south Africans land to 

shame for a shocking life 

Monty and I put 

who in prison _____ so 

out a system and I never thought 

about it confident 
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DC: The Ukrainian Gods or something like that 

JL: It is a mixture or so of it is the British names. 

DC: Yes. 

JL: And all the nights were dedicated to all the inmates were 

alligated delegated to one wash or the other another and the 

acuities impurities were clean they were in our section 

and it showed that the service of was properly kept 

and when inspected we were not only criticism a number of 

activities had brought us together. Ah especially 

--- Williams another revel out there covers for us party he 

was a great therapist dramatist 

the mechanic plague _____ play 

DC: A what kind of play? 

JL: A mechanics. 

DC: Oh. 

JL: From his seminar students 

DC: Yes. 

JL: And Monty played the party of 

to part at war 

and often to produce 

and asked him 

and all these names 

later had a significance because we used them for after we 

were released and they are still under surveilance and 

security kept to for each other if we need it a 

a raid and Monty was absolutely right ---- ----- -----

about it the patterns of the problem of 

those who were locked up quite a number of those who 
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were locked up many had been in the Congress Party for ----

years and years and years. 

DC: Yes. 

JL: And his stash was still on a list in the 

Special Branch Baroche had abandoned the party after Hungary 

and for that reason and they acted very badly _____ in t he 

Egyptian _____ but our means of organizing these various 

activities including head ______ saving, physical 

training and the like you were after able to let you go quite 

the distance ______ ____ with the people by the end 

and I think it was this that lead Monty what to ____ say 

yes that the CP ___ had was a disasterous influence on all 

the ANC others who 

DC: In what sense? 

JL: In a sense that the guy who had done it 

I had never known this before but in talking with 

Jacques LaZaker 

Operational on CP 

Jacques revealed the visit of 

sure that would have been the 

organization we just called the fracture fraction but and 

every committee that which they paid recollect 

they made sure that they had a fraction for 

that committee which would carry the 

vote for any committee issue which they thought important and 

there was still the structure which that the communists had 

implicated and regulated the manipulated _____ the 
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regiment the ______ original Spring Buck Legion which was 

had been formed by the army the South African army and Egypt. 

Jacques was by this time very antagonistic because to with the 

communist party and was very hooked in 

talkative about ______ about the way I talked 

to him 

DC: Was he in jail with you? 

JL: Yes he and Ernie Winslo and a man whose second name I can ' t 

remember he was a dentist Percy ah 

Percy and I were in one cell what gave me help out ah at first 

he was very quiet liberal minded with him and Ernie was just 

fine and that lead me to al l these discussions which agai n 

were real a great deal on how the communist party operated. 

So soft and normal ------ - ------ ----- -----

ah Percy and I felt that looking at the interesting panorama 

the political panorama and there was no 

for the non- ration ratio association which could 

tackle the job of putting a non- ratio political situation so 

that ____ of South Africa _____ based on the common law 

the __________ pattern may which the _____ be 

moved into the freedom charter again by the communist factor 

the matters were really unimportant such as Ernie 

said to me in production to by the workers _________ _ 

and similar ___________ year it was always ____ _ 

same time because later on at that time was -----
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the communist ____________ Ernie could not accept 

anything that was published by the Soviet Communist Party and 

we too for instance that the steel production of the U.S.S.R. 

were was accurately quoted and was such greater than the 

American steel production which was not inaccurate in ____ _ 

reported _____ all of this was destroyed by the 

publication of a book which was slammed into ----- -----
written by an Italian communist in Italian and 

translated into English in which he described that the 

communist statistics were all false yes in particular he 

started the question of __________ terms and I am 

t rying to remember the name of the dead death prison of the 

U. S.S.R. 

DC: At that time? 

JL: At that time who was dismissed from his position. 

DC: ______ Mollenkaupf 

JL: That is probably correct. Of course he had falsified the 

weekly terms _ ___ in order to earn _ _ ___ charge to buy 

consumer goods for the soviet ah colony______ The 

effect of this book was a bombshell to the charter Chartrights 

who of course did not accept the allegations totally truth of 

the allegations although they had to too they were true. And 

all these men _____ and I I can't think of anyone 

else we talked to at that time. 

DC: Not to Ernie and not to Jacques Jack to? 
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JL: Yes and we certainly did not talk to them and of course we 

realized that like we see fit there must be some 

reason there are alot of people in the liberal party who would 

have never had accepted a violent solution. 

DC: Yes. 

JL: We thought at that time that the liberal party which there 

were relatively few in the in prisoners there were 

six or seven of us in all . 

DC: Yes. 

JL: Ah _____ I believed in violence and he also found it very 

difficult and complete __________ anomaly to build h i s 

own nation of liberal party when it was clear from 

discussions with Africans who were interested in a party that 

the liberal party was not prepared to go beyond the 

opportunities to such because then than ------

to sue him in order to build an out rational 

organization. It is also clear that in this case it is going 

to take years and years to get even a modest membership. Such 

people who doubted joining the party had joined the 

Progressive Party. It was amusing to _ _____ many allies 

that we were spirited by all these people . 

DC: By the Progressive in prison? 

JL: In prison and then we 

suddenly we were reinforced by 

and no and there was no solution along these lines. 
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DC: And the people and at the Liberal Party clearly was not a 

vehicle for major change. 

JL: Well not but one another _ ____ and one only had to discuss 

with people who were greatly respected and who were in the 

leadership like Allen Pagner and Peter Graph 

DC: Yes. 

JL: But you know they that at that time we all hoped 

to die anything that was which was unlawful. 

DC: Yes. 

JL: We ah we did agree that it would be possible to 

see if reached to undertake things a in 

combination with the Liberal Party and the ANC and t he another 

promises of the Congress of Democrats and like wise in Middle 

Asia _ ___________ the Asia Congress and the PIC whi ch 

did not actually involve gardens violence that which would 

convert subvert the government gratuities . 

DC : Yes. Was the issue of violence against property as well as 

versus violence against people discussed by Mont y you and 

Monty at that time or was that not a big issue? 

JL: Oh that that occurred that came later because first of a ll 

he decided that there ought to be guards and in the 

first place he respected expected 

DC: Go on_____ I have got three hours of tape . 

JL: _____ not really to be accurate about discussions in the 

later for your notebook __________ I shoul d 
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say that there were rather liberal discussions about what 

would happen after Sharp Pool and what any one individual 

should do when we were are released. We were aware of that 

certainly the comrades were talking amongst themselves about 

what they would do. 

DC: Were they talking violence? 

JL: My impression was that they were considering it. 

DC: Considering it yes. 

JL: But ah they had the difficulty that it was a statue 

for the 

and Ghandi the policy at 

liberation 

San Diego 

SanDiagra ______ was an absolutely important _____ _ 

_____ thing and of course the whole question of the family 

of ANC and the PIC was a lousy subject of discussion because 

we would could not understand how the Soviet Social Government 

could be so stupid that is too bad ___________ to 

talk about the social 

DC: Yes. 

JL: The PIC of course was different. The PIC was supported only 

by the African Court cause could not blame Chartright yet with 

the Europeans, South Africans _____ was very hostile to 

the Communist Party as such so there would seems to be little 

chance of cooperation between the ANC and the PIC and the 

liberals who have watched us are also very skeptical about the 

PIC of course of its racial ratio of limitations commotations 
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commodations about Ernie and -------

I only met Sir Berkley _____ _ the leader of the ANC and we 

were completely equal never 

along side each other waiting for a 

medical doctor officer of health in the prison to examine us 

and I said to him "Good Morning Doctor" look _________ _ 

I think for once there is a we are a complete equal. 

DC: Ha. 

JL: I never saw him again of course. 

DC: No. 

JL: Ah but that was a general discussion. 

DC: Yes. 

JL: And I then of course we then were released. 

DC: You were released after what 90 ninty days or what? 

JL: About three and a half months after I think. 

DC: Three and a half yes. 

JL: We were released one by one and we were all released on 

commission the condition that we would that we would not visit 

each other or speak to each other. 

DC: Yes. 

JL: I had the curious situation of a brother who was released 

after me and the same conditions that _____ seeing my 

brother _____ Victoria. I had to get ah conditions from 

the Magistrate of Johannesburg to visit my brother because my 

brother happened to be ______ first when I arrived at my 
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mother's house and of course I had left the Magristrate to 

District of ____________________ come to 

Johannesburg and so it was not possible to talk about any 

serious opposition for some time and I think there could have 

been another theory ----- some where along the line I got 

all the photos of the manuscript because I was not allowed to 

go to church not in that situation or sing in the church 

choir. 

DC: John can we just go back to you and Monty talking about the 

need for violence against the remain did you at any time get 

into the operational aspect of it how you would do it ah you 

know did you actually sort of starting or this is how we will 

do it we have got a few friends here who would 

JL: Oh no that came later. 

DC: That came later after the prison. 

JL: _____ _____ that when we were free to meet each other. 

DC: Yes. 

JL: And then of course that I met Rhoda Myrtle and 

Ernie for the first time and you one must not under estimate 

Myrtle's role in all this because she had the considerable 

knowledge of all the _ ______ women's ______ in time 

prison and as you know from me to her she is a very fine 

personality of sort of _____ a person. 

DC: Yes really. 
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JL: So we started talking about how I would go about setting up an 

underground organization whose objectives were a value 

evaluation of community by strong on a popular vote and how we 

could assist the ANC like the PIC. We did not have much to do 

DC: 

JL: 

DC: 

with the PIC because of because of their peers 

the 1 iberal class party class had were 

certainly such socially had quite serious opinions about 

assisting them. The Liberal Party in the Cape Town by 

contrast where the PIC had been very strong had bitter 

relations but there were those amongst against the liberal 

party in the Cape who also had these notions about the PIC. 

There was a famous man from our parliament made by 

Ah 

that is right the liberal 

The son of Barney whoever -----
JL: The son people of thousands of people who -----

marched on parliament and caught them at first on completely 

at their mercy but they were after released returning to Cape 

Town where they came and that was another example of us of the 

problem of one singing the national song ah yes. The leader 

of that march later left South Africa. 

DC: ______ Crissany 

JL: That is right and went to Ethiopia where I believe his he was 

trained as a fighter pilot. 
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DC: Oh. 

JL: For the Ethiopians but to my knowledge he never returns there 

after. But all of these represented problems of how I would 

go about doing the setting up of this organization at that 

time there were liberals in Cape Town and I think that many 

liberals who were getting very much involved with the 

__________ prize power particularly around that time 

be too sure 

DC: What were they doing there John? 

JL: They were trying to persuade the __________ the 

quarters ______ but to pursue the communist line I 

Bernie Huts Putz Hunts of people who had 

been appointed to the authority on the 

Band of the Authority Act equally the majority of the Italian 

Liberal Party controlled the 

land of others and supported this action and tried to make the 

case that if they used the __________ ___ party zone 

they seemed to be in control of the Charter 

Trans Sky that this would be a very big step forward in 

subvert converting the a parti leadership . I cannot remember 

all of the names of the people in the Trans Sky but of course 

the great South African chief was Rotansama who was very anti-

liberal. The parliament chief of __________ who was 

Nancy Mandella's uncle yes and oh Mr. 

and Victor Porthole and others were far less to deal with the 
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better authorities although equally not only here to burn 

African huts or go ___________ and the liberal party 

in the Cape in the tower are making considerable 

rise in the closed 

in fact one 

or two people 

but of course the main chief 

leadership the main leadership after 

leadership were all on trial. 

DC: Yes. 

JL: _______ at in at the synogague completing including the 

STOP 

DC: ______ so now if we can go on could just go on with your 

contact with ------ and how that made you aware and that 

oh 

JL: It is really feeling part of what I said before because of 

with the problem with the tape recorder I did see ______ _ 

chief ____________ immediately after he 

came out of prison and we talked for a long time and he had 

felt some guilt the fact that my brother and I had been 

detained. I was able to show him that it had nothing reall y 

to do with now the rest _______ the truth but he made it 

very clear to me then that he did not believe in violence or 
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nor in the ANC becoming involved in violence and he said that 

the only _ _ ________ _______ traditions of the ANC 

Santi Agrar and the non-

violent campaign was so extremely important for in the moral 

standing of the ANC. He did not seem and I said this before 

any ah coasting between various pasts and his promises but 

that was hardly the time to talk about that and ah it became 

clear to Monty and I that he can be seen as such certainl y his 

leadership has then again we 

are not prepared to consider acknowledge ______ campaign. 

DC: Yes and then I think what you did was you jumped off the band 

wagon ______ and after going to England in 1960 . 

JL: Yes that is right well after just after this I went to London 

for the first time since I had returned to the university. I 

went there for a specific purpose really 

to hand carry the photo 

of _ _____ the ______ on the Sharp Pool 

shooting and some photographs which had been taken by the 

photographer of Drum and of the actual shala 

__________________ police shooting from the top o f 

their cells 

from the back of their car 

crowds. 
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